THE WALK OF LIFE

[C] LAA LA ... [C] ... LA LA
[D] LAA LA [D] LA LA LAA LA LA [C] LAA LA ... [D]
{ repeat intro }

[G] HERE COME JOHNNY SINGING OLDIES, GOLDIES
BE, BOP, A, LUA, BABY, WHAT I SAY
HERE COMES JOHNNY SINGING I GOTTA WOMAN
DOWN IN THE TUNNEL TRYING TO MAKE IT PAY
[C] HE GOT THE ACTION, HE GOT THE MOTION
[G] OH YEAH, THE BOY CAN PLAY
[C] DEDICATION, DEVOTION

HE DO THE [G] SONG ABOUT THE KNIFE [C]
[D] YEAH HE DO THE WALK OF [G] LIFE [G] [C] [C] [D] [D] [D] [C] [D]

[G] HERE COME JOHNNY GONNA TELL YOU THE STORY
HAND ME DOWN MY WALKIN' SHOES
HERE COME JOHNNY WITH THE POWER AND THE GLORY
BACKBEAT THE TALKIN' BLUES
[C] HE GOT THE ACTION, HE GOT THE MOTION
[G] OH YEAH, THE BOY CAN PLAY
[C] DEDICATION, DEVOTION

HE DO THE [G] SONG ABOUT THE KNIFE [C]
[D] YEAH HE DO THE WALK OF [G] LIFE [G] [C] [C] [D] [D] [D] [C] [D]

[G] HERE COME JOHNNY SINGING OLDIES, GOLDIES
BE, BOP, A, LUA, BABY, WHAT I SAY
HERE COMES JOHNNY SINGING I GOTTA WOMAN
DOWN IN THE TUNNEL TRYING TO MAKE IT PAY
[C] HE GOT THE ACTION, HE GOT THE MOTION
[G] OH YEAH, THE BOY CAN PLAY
[C] DEDICATION, DEVOTION
[D] YEAH YOU DO THE WALK OF
[G] LIFE [G] [C] [C] [D] [D] [D] [C] [D]
[G] [G] [C] [C] [D] [D] [C] [D] [G/ ]